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Introduction to Vocabulary 
 

SECTION – ΙΙΙ  – VOCABULARY (IN PUTS) 
 

COMMON ROOTS 
 
In this chapter, some of the most commonly used Roots are given. Corresponding to 
the Root in the first column, its meaning is given in the second column.  Given in the 
third column are words (and their meanings) that contain the corresponding Root 
given in the first column. 

Root      Meaning     Example      Meaning 
 
ac, acr  sharp  ACRIMONIOUS 

ACERBITY 
ACIDULATE 

 bitter, caustic 
bitterness of temper 
to make somewhat 
acid or sour 

       
aev, ev  age, era  PRIMEVAL 

COEVAL 
MEDIEVAL or 
MEDIAEVAL 

 of the first age 
of the same age or era 
of the middle ages 

       
agog  leader  DEMAGOGUE 

PEDAGOGUE 
 false leader of people 
teacher (leader of 
children) 

       
agaro  to discuss or 

speak 
 PANEGYRIC  formal praise 

       
ali  another  ALIAS 

ALIENATE 
 assumed (another) 
name 
estrange (turn away 
from another) 

       
alt  high  ALTITUDE 

ALTIMETER 
 height 
instrument for 
measuring height 

       
alter  other  ALTRUISTIC 

ALTER EGO 
 unselfish, considering 
others 
a second self 
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am  love  AMOROUS 

 
AMITY 
AMICABLE 

 loving, especially 
between genders 
friendly friendship 
 

       
anim  mind, soul  ANIMADVERT 

UNANIMOUS 
MAGNANIMITY 

 cast criticism upon 
of one mind 
greatness of mind or 
spirit 

       
ann, enn  year  ANNUITY 

BIENNIAL 
PERENNIAL 

 yearly remittance 
every two years 
present all years; living 
for several years 

       
anthrop  man  ANTHROPOLOG

Y 
MISANTHROPE 
PHILANTHROPY 

 study of man 
hater of mankind 
love of mankind; 
charity 

       
apt  fit  APTITUDE 

APT 
 skill 
suitable 

       
aqua  water  AQUEDUCT 

 
AQUA FORTIS 

 passageway for 
conducting water 
nitric acid (strong 
water) 

       
 
arch 

  
ruler, first 

  
ARCHAEOLOGY 
 
MONARCH 
ANARCHY 

  
study of antiquities 
(study of first things) 
sole ruler 
lack of government 

       
aster  star  ASTRONOMY 

ASTERISK 
 
DISASTER 

 study of the stars 
star-like type character 
(*) 
 
catastrophe (contrary 
star) 
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aud, audit  hear  AUDIBLE 
AUDITORIUM 
 
AUDIENCE 

 able to be heard 
place where people 
may be heard 
hearers 

       
auto  self   

AUTOCRACY 
AUTOMOBILE 
AUTOBIOGRAPH
Y 
AUTONOMY 
 
AUTOMATION 

  
rule by one person 
(self) 
vehicle that moves by 
itself 
story of one's own life 
The power or right of 
self government 
a self moving machine 

       
belli  war  BELLICOSE 

BELLIGERENT 
REBELLIOUS 

 inclined to fight 
inclined to wage war 
resisting authority 

       
ben, bon  good  BENEFACTOR 

 
BENEVOLENCE 
BONUS 

 one who does good 
deeds 
charity (wishing good) 
something extra above 
regular pay 

       
biblio  book  BIBLIOGRAPHY 

BIBLIOPHILE 
BIBLE 

 list of books 
lover of books 
The Book 

       
bio  life  BIOGRAPHY 

BIOLOGY 
BIOCHEMIST 

 writing about a 
person's life 
study of living things 
student of the 
chemistry of living 
things 

       
 
breve 

  
short 

  
BREVITY 
ABBREVIATE 
BREVILOQUENT 
 

  
briefness 
shorten 
marked by brevity of 
speech 
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bucolics  a herdsman  BUCOLIC  pertaining to the 
tending cattle, rustic, 
countrified 

 
 
 
cad, cas 

  
 
 
to fall 
 

 DECADENT 
CADENCE 
 
CASCADE 

 deteriorating 
intonation, musical 
movement 
 
waterfall 

       
 
cap, capt, cept, cip 

  
to take 

  
CAPTURE 
PARTICIPATE 
PRECEPT 

  
seize 
take part 
wise saying (originally 
a command) 

       
capit, capt  head  DECAPITATE 

 
CAPTAIN 

 remove (cut off) 
someone's head 
 
chief 

       
carn  flesh  CARNIVOROUS 

CARNAGE 
CARNAL 

 flesh-eating 
destruction of life 
fleshly 

       
 
ced, cess 

  
to yield, to go 

  
RECEDE 
ANTECEDENT 
 
PROCESS 

  
go back, withdraw 
that which goes before 
go forward 

       
cele  swift  CELERITY 

DECELERATE 
ACCELERATE 

 swiftness 
reduce swiftness 
increase swiftness 

       
cent  one hundred  CENTURY 

CENTENNIAL 
CENTIPEDE 

 one hundred years 
hundredth anniversary 
many-footed, wingless 
animal 

       
chron  time  CHRONOLOGY 

ANACHRONISM 
 

 time-table of events 
a thing out of time 
sequence 
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CHRONICLE register events in 
order of time 

       
clan  secret  CLANDESTINE  secret, something 

done in a sly manner 
       
cid, cis  to cut, to kill  INCISION 

HOMICIDE 
FRATRICIDE 
INFANTICIDE 
PESTICIDE 
UXORICIDE 
SORORICIDE 

 a cut (surgical) 
killing of a man 
killing of a brother 
killing of an infant 
that which kills pests 
killing of wife 
killing of a sister 

       
cit, citat  to call, to start  INCITE 

EXCITE 
RECITATION 

 stir up, start up 
stir up 
recalling (or repeating) 
aloud 

       
civi  citizen  CIVILIZATION 

 
CIVILIAN 
CIVIL 

 society of citizens, 
culture 
member of community 
 
courteous 

       
clam, clamat  to cry out  CLAMOROUS 

DECLAMATION 
ACCLAMATION 

 loud 
speech 
shouted approval 

claud, claus, clos, 
clud 

 to close  CLAUSTROPHO
BIA 
CONCLUDE 

 fear of closed places 
finish 

       
clavis  key  ENCLAVE 

 
CONCLAVE 

 territory locked within 
a foreign country 
meeting held in a 
closed room 

       
cognosc, cognit  to learn  AGNOSTIC 

INCOGNITO 
COGNITION 

 lacking knowledge, 
skeptical 
travelling in assumed 
name 
knowledge 
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compl  to fill  COMPLEMENT 

COMPLY 
 that which completes 
something 
fulfil 

       
cord  heart  ACCORD 

CORDIAL 
DISCORD 

 agreement (from the 
heart) 
friendly 
lack of harmony 

       
corpor  body  INCORPORATE 

CORPOREAL 
CORPSE 

 organize into a body 
pertaining to the body, 
fleshly 
dead body 

       
cracy  rule  THEOCRACY 

 
 
GERONTOCRAC
Y 
PLUTOCRACY 
BUREAUCRACY 
 
 
 
GYNAECOCRAC
Y 
OCHLOCRACY 
KAKISTOCRACY 
 
 
TIMOCRACY 

 that constitution of 
state in which god is 
regarded as sole 
sovereign 
government by old 
men. 
government by the 
wealthy 
a system of 
government by 
officials, responsible 
only to their 
departmental chief 
government by women 
mob rule 
 
government by the 
worst 
a form of government 
in which property is 
the quality  
for office 

       
cred, credit  to believe  INCREDULOUS 

CREDULITY 
CREDENCE 

 not believing, skeptical 
gullibility 
belief 
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culpa  fault, blame  EXCULPATE 
CULPABLE 
CULPRIT 

 free from blame 
which can be punished 
one who is at fault 

       
cur  to care  CURATOR 

 
SINECURE 
SECURE 

 person who has the 
care of something 
position without 
responsibility 
safe 

       
curr, curs  to run  EXCURSION 

CURSORY 
PRECURSOR 

 journey 
brief 
forerunner 

       
da, dat  to give  DATA 

MANDATE 
DATE 

 facts, statistics 
command 
given time 

       
deb, debit  to owe  DEBT 

INDEBTEDNESS 
DEBENTURE 

 something owed 
debt 
bond 

       
dem  people  DEMOCRACY 

DEMAGOGUE 
EPIDEMIC 

 rule of the people 
(false) leader of the 
people 
widespread  
(among the people) 

       
derm  skin  EPIDERMIS 

PACHYDERM 
 
DERMATOLOGY 

 skin 
thick-skinned 
quadruped 
 
study of skin and its 
disorders 

       
detergere  to rub or 

wipe away 
 DETERGENT 
TERCE 

 a cleansing agent 
that which is smooth 
or clean-cut 

       
di, diurn  day  DIARY 

 
DIURNAL 

 a daily record of 
activities, feelings etc. 
pertaining to daytime 
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dic, dict  to say  ABDICATE 

DICTION 
 renounce 
speech 

       
doc, doct  to teach  DOCILE 

DOCUMENT 
DOCTOR 

 obedient; easily taught 
something that 
provides evidence 
learned person 
(originally teacher) 

       
domin  to rule  DOMINATE 

DOMAIN 
DOMINANT 

 have power over 
land under rule 
prevailing 

       
dour  hard, severe, 

sour 
(in appearance) 

 OBDURATE 
DURESS 
INDURATED 

 hard to move; 
obstinate 
under threat or 
coercion 
morally hardened or 
callous 

       
dubit  doubt  INDUBITABLY  doubtlessly 
       
duc, duct  to lead  VIADUCT 

AQUEDUCT 
 arched roadway 
artificial waterway 

       
dynam  power, strength  DYNAMIC 

DYNAMITE 
DYNAMO 

 powerful 
powerful explosive 
engine making 
electrical power 

       
       
ego    EGOIST 

EGOTIST 
EGOCENTRIC 

 person who is self-
interested 
selfish person 
revolving about self 

       
       
erg, urg  work  ENERGY 

ERGATOCRACY 
 power 
rule of the workers 

       
err  to wander  ERROR  mistake 
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ERRATIC 
KNIGHT-
ERRANT 

not reliable, wandering 
wandering knight 

       
eu  good, well, 

beautiful 
 EUPEPTIC 
EULOGIZE 
EUPHEMISM 

 having good digestion 
praise 
substitution of 
pleasant way of saying 
something blunt 

       
fac, fic, fec, fect  to make, to do  FACTORY 

FICTION 
AFFECT 

 place where things are 
made 
manufactured story 
cause to change 

       
fall, fals  to deceive  FALLACIOUS 

INFALLIBLE 
FALSIFY 

 misleading 
not prone to error, 
perfect 
lie 

       
fer, lat  to bring, to bear  TRANSLATE 

 
CONIFER 

 bring from one 
language to another 
bearing cones, as pine 
trees 

       
 
fiat, fac, fig, fy, 
fact, fect 

  
to do or make 

 FACTIOUS 
 
FACTITIOUS 
 
SURFEIT 
FETISH 
 
 
FEASIBLE 
MALFEASANCE 
 
 
INDEFEASIBLE 

 making trouble, 
causing dissension 
made up or artificial, 
spurious 
overdoing, an excess 
blind or unreasoning 
affection; something
regarded with 
irrational reverence 
practicable, workable 
wrong doing especially 
official misconduct 
which cannot be 
defeated or undone 

       
fid  belief, faith  INFIDEL 

CONFIDENCE 
 nonbeliever, heathen 
assurance, belief 
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fin  end, limit  CONFINE 

FINITE 
 keep within limits 
having definite limits 

       
flect, flex  bend  FLEXIBLE 

DEFLECT 
GENUFLECT 

 able to bend 
bend away, turn aside 
to bend knees in 
prayer 

       
fort  strong  FORTUITOUS 

FORTIFICATION 
FORTRESS 

 strength, firmness of 
mind 
strengthening 
stronghold 

       
fort  luck, chance  FORTUITOUS 

FORTUNATE 
 accidental, occurring 
by chance lucky 

       
frag, fract  break  FRAGILE 

INFRACTION 
FRACTIOUS 
REFRACT 

 easily broken 
breaking of a rule 
unruly, tending to 
break rules 
to deflect, to break 

       
fugere  flee  FUGITIVE 

REFUGE 
 someone who flees 
shelter, home for 
someone fleeing 

       
fus  pour  EFFUSIVE 

DIFFUSE 
 gushing, pouring out 
widespread (poured in 
many directions) 

       
gam  marriage  MONOGAMY 

BIGAMY 
 
POLYGAMY 

 marriage to one 
person 
marriage to two people 
at the same time 
having many wives or 
husbands at the same 
time 

       
gen, gener  class, race  GENUS 

 
GENERIC 

 group of animals with 
similar traits 
characteristic of a 
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GENDER class 
class organized by sex 

       
gen  to give birth to  GENE 

CONGENITAL 
GENEALOGY 
PSYCHOGENIC 

 unit or factor of 
heredity 
existing from birth 
study of the family tree 
born in or caused by 
the mind 

       
grad, gress  go, step  DIGRESS 

REGRESS 
GRADUAL 

 to astray (from the 
main point) 
go backwards 
step by  step, by 
degrees 

       
graph, gram  writing  EPIGRAM 

TELEGRAM 
 
STENOGRAPHY 

 pithy statement 
instantaneous 
message over great 
distance 
shorthand (writing 
narrowly) 

       
greg  flock, herd  GREGARIOUS 

 
EGREGIOUS 

 tending to group 
together as in a herd 
conspicuously bad; 
shocking 

       
       
helio  sun  HELIOTROPE 

HELIOGRAPH 
 flower that faces the 
sun 
instrument that uses 
the sun's rays to send 
signals 

       
hemera  day  EPHEMERAL  short lived 
       
icon  image, a statue  ICONOCLAST  one who attacks 

cherished beliefs or 
one who does not 
respect conventional 
ideas 
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it, itiner  journey, road  EXIT 

ITINERARY 
 way out 
plan of journey 

       
jac, jact, jec  to throw  PROJECTILE 

 
TRAJECTORY 
EJACULATORY 

 missile;  something 
thrown forward 
path taken by thrown 
object 
casting or throwing out 

       
jur, jurat  to swear  PERJURE 

JURY 
 
ADJURATION 

 testify falsely 
group of men and 
women sworn to seek 
the truth 
solemn urging 

       
labor, laborat  to work  COLLABORATE 

LABORIOUS 
 work together with 
others 
difficult 

       
leg, lect, lig  to choose, to 

read 
 ELECTION 
LEGIBLE 
ELIGIBLE 

 choice 
able to read 
able to be selected 

       
leg  law  LEGISLATURE 

LEGITIMATE 
LEGAL 

 law-making body 
lawful 
lawful 

       
liber, libr  Book  LIBRETTO 

LIBEL 
 the "book" of a musical 
play 
slander (originally 
found in a little book) 

       
liber  free  LIBERATION 

LIBERAL 
 the fact of setting free 
generous (giving 
freely);  tolerant 

       
log  word, study  ENTOMOLOGY 

ETYMOLOGY 
 
MONOLOGUE 

 study of insects 
study of word parts 
and derivations 
speech by one person 
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loqu, locut  to talk  SOLILOQUY 
LOQUACIOUS 
ELOCUTION 

 speech by one 
individual 
talkative 
speech 

       
luc  light  ELUCIDATE 

LUCID 
TRANSLUCENT 

 enlighten 
clear 
allowing some light to 
pass through 

       
       
magn  great  MAGNIFY 

MAGNANIMITY 
 enlarge 
generosity, greatness 
of soul 

       
mal  bad  MALEVOLENT 

MALEDICTION 
MALEFACTOR 
MALIGNANT 

 wishing evil 
curse 
evil-doer 
disposed to do harm 

       
man  hand  MANUSCRIPT 

EMANCIPATE 
 written by hand 
free (let go from the 
hand) 

       
mar  sea  MARITIME 

SUBMARINE 
MARINER 

 connected with 
seafaring 
undersea craft 
seaman 

       
mater, matr  mother  MATERNAL 

MATRIARCH 
 
MATRILINEAL 

 pertaining to 
motherhood 
female ruler of a 
family, group, or state 
descended on the 
mother's side 

       
mendicus  poor man  MENDICANT  beggar 
       
mens  measure  MENSURATION 

 
 
 

 the act of finding by 
measurement and 
calculation, the length, 
area, volume of bodies 
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IMMEASURABILI
TY 

that which cannot be 
measured 

       
mit, miss  to send  MISSILE 

TRANSMIT 
 projectile 
send across 

       
mime  an actor who 

mimics or 
imitates 

 MIMESIS 
PANTOMIME 

 imitation 
acting that is 
unaccompanied by 
words 

       
mob, mot, mov  move  MOBILIZE 

MOTILITY 
IMMOVABLE 

 cause to move 
ability to move 
not able to be moved 

       
mon, monit  to warn  ADMONISH 

PREMONITION 
MONITOR 

 warn 
foreboding 
watcher (warner) 

       
mori, mort  to die  MORTUARY 

MORIBUND 
IMMORTAL 

 funeral parlour 
dying 
not dying 

       
morph  shape, form  ANTHROPOMOR

PHIC 
 in the shape of man 

       
mut  change  IMMUTABLE 

MUTATE 
MUTABILITY 

 not able to be changed 
undergo a great 
change 
changeableness, 
inconsistency 

       
nat  born  INNATE 

NATIVITY 
 from birth 
birth 

       
nav  ship  CIRCUMNAVIGA

TE 
NAVAL 

 sail around the world 
pertaining to ships 

       
neg  deny  NEGATION 

RENEGE 
RENEGADE 

 denial 
deny, go back on 
one's word 
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turncoat, traitor 
       
nomen  name  NOMENCLATUR

E 
NOMINAL 
 
COGNOMEN 

 act of naming, 
terminology 
in name only (as 
opposed to actual) 
surname, 
distinguishing 
nickname 

       
nov  new  NOVICE 

RENOVATE 
NOVELTY 

 beginner 
make new again 
newness 

       
oikos  dwelling  ECOLOGY 

 
 
ECUMENIC 
ECONOMICS 

 a study of plants or 
animals or of people 
and institutions in 
relation to environment 
general, universal 
study of house hold 
management 

       
onoma, onyma  name  ANONYMOUS 

HOMONYM 
 
 
 
ONOMATOPOEI
A 
 
 
PARONOMASIA 
PATRONYMIC 
 
PSEUDONYM 
PARONYM 

 unnamed 
a word having the 
same sound and 
perhaps the same 
spelling as another but 
different meaning and 
origin 
the formation of a 
word in limitation of 
the sound of the thing 
meant 
a play upon words 
derived from the name 
of a father or an 
ancestor 
a fictitious name 
assumed 
a word from the same 
root or having the 
same sound as 
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another 
       
oper  to work  COOPERATION  working together 
       
pac  peace  PACIFY 

PACIFIC 
PACIFIST 

 make peaceful 
peaceful 
person opposed to war 

       
para  contrary to  PARADOX  that which is contrary 

to receive opinion 
       
pass  feel  DISPASSIONATE 

IMPASSIONED 
IMPASSIVE 

 free of emotion 
emotion-filled 
showing no feeling 
 

       
pater, patr  father  PATRIOTISM 

PATRIARCH 
 
PATERNITY 

 love of one's country 
(fatherland) 
male ruler of a family, 
group or state 
fatherhood 

       
path  disease, feeling  PATHOLOGY 

APATHETIC 
ANTIPATHY 

 study of diseased 
tissue 
lacking feeling; 
indifferent 
hostile feeling 

       
ped, pod  foot  IMPEDIMENT 

QUADRUPED 
PEDESTAL 
 
PEDESTRIAN 
 
PEDOMETER 
 
 
PODIUM 

 stumbling-block; 
hindrance 
four-footed animal 
the support of a 
column, statue etc. 
on foot, of walking 
(second meaning -
uninspired) 
an instrument for 
counting paces and so 
approximately 
measuring distance 
walked 
a platform, dais 
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ped  child  PEDAGOGUE 

PAEDIATRICIAN 
 teacher of children 
children's doctor 

       
pel, puls  to drive  COMPULSION 

EXPEL 
 a forcing to do 
drive out, banish 

       
pet, petit  to seek  PETITION 

APPETITE 
COMPETITIVE 

 request 
craving, desire 
complete with others 

       
phil  to love  PHILANTHROPIS

T 
 
ANGLOPHILE 
 
PHILANDERER 
 
PHILOSOPHER 
PHILATELIST 

 benefactor, lover of 
humanity 
 
lover of everything 
English 
 
one involved in brief 
love affairs 
 
a lover of wisdom 
one who loves 
collecting stamps 

       
phoebe  fear  ASTRAPHOBIA 

BALLISTROPHO
BIA 
CLAUSTROPHO
BIA 
ERGOPHOBIA 
NYCTOPHOBIA 
OCHLOPHOBIA 
PANOPHOBIA 
 
PHOTOPHOBIA 
SITOPHOBIA 
XENOPHOBIA 
TRICHOPHOBIA 

 fear of celestial space 
fear of missiles 
fear of closed place 
fear of work 
fear of night 
fear of mob 
a form of melancholia 
marked by groundless 
fears 
fear of light 
fear of food 
fear of strangers 
fear of hair 

 
 

      

pleos  full  PLENARY 
PLENIPOTENTIA

 fully attended 
having full powers 
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RY 
PLETHORA 
PLENITUDE 
PLEONASM 
PLENUM 
DEPLETE 
EXPLETIVES 
REPLENISH 
REPLETE 

over abundance 
fullness; completeness 
a redundancy of words 
completely fillied 
empty 
superfluous use of 
words 
fill again 
filled with 

       
pon, posit  to place  POSTPONE 

POSITIVE 
 place after 
definite, unquestioned 

       
port, portat  to carry  PORTABLE 

EXPORT 
 able to be carried 
carry out (of country) 

       
poten  able, powerful  OMNIPOTENT 

POTENTATE 
IMPOTENT 

 all-powerful 
powerful person 
powerless 

       
psych  mind  PSYCHOLOGY 

PSYCHOSIS 
PSYCHOPATH 

 study of the mind 
mental disorder 
mentally ill person 

       
put, putat  to trim, to 

calculate 
 PUTATIVE 
COMPUTATION 
AMPUTATE 

 supposed (calculated) 
calculation 
cut off 

       
pyr  fire, heat, fever  ANTIPYRETIC 

PYROTECHNICS 
EMPYREAN 
 
PYROGNOSTIC 
PYROLATRY 
PYROLOGY 

 medicine used against 
fever 
the art of making 
fireworks 
formed of pure light or 
fire pertaining to the 
highest and  
purest region of 
heaven 
pertaining to listing of 
minerals by flame 
fire-worship 
a treatise on heat 
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quer, ques, quir, 
quis 

 to ask  INQUIRY 
INQUISITIVE 
QUERY 

 investigation 
questioning 
question 

       
robor  strength  CORROBORATI

ON 
 conformation 

       
reg, rect  rule  REGICIDE 

REGENT 
INSURRECTION 

 murder of a ruler 
ruler 
rebellion;  overthrow of 
a ruler 

       
rid, ris  to laugh  DERISION 

RISIBILITY 
RIDICULOUS 

 scorn 
inclination to laughter 
deserving to be 
laughed at 

       
rog, rogat  to ask  INTERROGATE 

PREROGATIVE 
 question 
privilege 

       
rupt  to break  INTERRUPT 

BANKRUPT 
RUPTURE 

 break into 
insolvent 
a break 

       
sacr  holy  SACRILEGIOUS 

SACRAMENT 
 impious, violating 
something holy 
religious act 

       
sci  to know  OMNISCIENT 

CONSCIOUS 
 knowing all 
aware 

       
scop  watch, see  PERISCOPE 

MICROSCOPE 
 device for seeing 
around corners 
device for seeing small 
objects 

scrib, script  to write  TRANSCRIBE 
CIRCUMSCRIBE 

 make a written copy 
write around, limit 

       
sect  cut  DISSECT 

BISECT 
 cut apart 
cut into two pieces 

       
ced, sess  to sit  SEDENTARY  inactive (sitting) 
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SESSION meeting 
       
sent, sens  to think, to feel  CONSENT 

RESENT 
 agree 
show indignation 

       
sequi, secut, 
seque 

 to follow  CONSECUTIVE 
SEQUEL 
NON SEQUITUR 

 following in order 
that which follows 
something that does 
not follow logically 

       
solv, solut  to loosen  ABSOLVE 

DISSOLUTE 
ABSOLUTE 

 free from blame 
morally lax 
complete (not 
loosened) 

       
somn  sleep  INSOMNIA 

SOMNOLENT 
SOMNAMBULIST 

 inability to sleep 
sleepy 
sleepwalker 

       
soph  wisdom  SOPHISTICATED  worldly wise 
       
spec, spect  to look at  SPECTATOR 

CIRCUMSPECT 
 observer 
cautious (looking 
around) 

       
spir  breathe  SPIRITED  full of life (breath) 
       
string, strict  bind  STRINGENT 

CONSTRICT 
STRICTURE 

 strict 
become tight 
limit, something that 
restrains 

       
stru, struct  build  CONSTRUCTIVE 

CONSTRUE 
 helping to build 
analyze (how 
something is built) 

       
suit (sal, sil, sault)  jump or leap  RESILIENT 

 
EXULTANT 
 
 
SALIENT 

 capable of gaining its 
original shape 
rejoicing, triumphant 
(jumping out of one's 
skin with joy that which 
leaps at you  
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SOMERSAULT 
 
DESULTORY 
 
 
ASSAULT 

important 
to leap or jump while 
turning the heels over 
jumping from one thing 
to another without 
rational or logical 
connection 
jumping towards 
(i.e. attack) 

       
tang, tact, ting  to touch  TANGENT 

CONTINGENT 
 Touching 
depending upon 

       
tempor  time  CONTEMPORAR

Y 
EXTEMPORANE
OUS 
TEMPORIZE 
TEMPORAL 

 at same time 
impromtuous 
delay 
pertaining to time 

       
ten, tent  to hold  TENABLE 

TENURE 
RETENTIVE 

 able to be held 
holding of office 
holding; having good 
memory 

       
term  end  INTERMINABLE 

TERMINATE 
 endless 
end 

       
terr  land  TERRESTRIAL 

SUBTERRANEA
N 

 pertaining to earth 
underground 

       
therm  heat  THERMOSTAT 

 
DIATHERMY 

 instrument that 
regulates heat 
 
sending heat through 
body tissues 

       
tome  a slice, a piece 

cut off 
 EPITOME 
 
 
ECTOMY 

 embodiment (after 
cutting off non-
essential material or 
condensation) 
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surgical cutting 
eg. appendectomy 

       
tors, tort  twist  DISTORT 

 
TORSION 
TORTUOUS 
RETORT 
 
CONTORT 
EXTORT 
NASTURTIUM 

 twist out of true shape 
or meaning 
act of twisting 
twisting 
to twist back a reply, to 
answer sharply or 
wittily 
to twist together or 
upon itself 
to twist out by force; to 
gain by violence or 
compulsion 
a nose twister, so 
named because of its 
pungent odour 

       
tract  drag, pull  DISTRACT 

INTRACTABLE 
 pull (one's attention) 
away 
stubborn, unable to be 
dragged 

       
trud, trus  push, shove  INTRUDE 

PROTRUSION 
 push one's way in 
something sticking out 

       
turb  trouble  IMPERTURBABL

E 
 
TURBID 

 that cannot be 
disturbed or troubled; 
calm and serene 
disordered, troubled, 
muddy, thick 

       
urb  city  URBAN 

URBANE 
 
SUBURBAN 

 pertaining to a city 
polished, 
sophisticated, 
pertaining to a city 
dweller 
outside of a city 

       
vac  empty  VACUOUS 

EVACUATE 
 lacking content, 
empty-headed 



 
                             Vocabulary 
 
 

compel to empty an 
area 

       
vad, vas  go  INVADE 

EVASIVE 
 enter in a hostile 
fashion 
not frank;  eluding 

       
veni, vent, ven  to come  INTERVENE 

CONVENTION 
 come between 
meeting 

       
ver  true  VERACIOUS 

VERIFY 
VERITY 
 
VERISIMILITUDE 
VERDICT 

 truthful 
check the truth 
truth;  most often used 
in plural and with 
eternal 
appearance of truth 
a true saying; 
therefore a 
presumably first 
judgement made on 
the basis of verified 
judgement 

       
verb  word  VERBOSE 

VERBIAGE 
VERBATIM 

 wordy 
excessive use of 
words 
word for word 

       
vers, vert  turn  VERTIGO 

REVERT 
 turning dizzy 
turn back (to an earlier 
state) 

       
via  way  VIADUCT 

TRIVIAL 
 roadway (arched) 
trifling (small talk at 
crossroads) 

       
vid, vis  to see  EVIDENCE 

VISTA 
 things seen 
view 

       
vinc, vict, vanq  to conquer  INVINCIBLE 

VANQUISH 
 unconquerable 
defeat 

       



 
                             Vocabulary 
 
 

viv, vit  alive  VIVISECTION 
VIVACIOUS 
VITALITY 

 operating on living 
animals 
full of life 
liveliness 

       
voc, vocat  to call  AVOCATION 

PROVOCATION 
INVOCATION 

 calling, minor 
occupation 
calling or rousing the 
anger of 
calling in prayer 

       
vol  wish  MALEVOLENT 

VOLUNTARY 
 wishing someone ill 
of one's own will 

       
volv, volut  to roll  CONVOLUTION  coiled state 
       
 

Prefixes 
 
a, an [not, without] amoral (without a sense of moral   responsibility), atheism, 
anaemia, atypical, atom (not cutable), apathy (without feeling) 
 
ab, abs, a [from, away] abnormal, avert (turn away) 
 
acro [high] acropolis (high city), acrobat, acrogen (of the highest class), acronym, 
acrophobia (fear of height) 
 
ad (ac af, ag, al, an, ap, ar, as, at) [to, towards] admire (look at with wonder), attract, 
admit, advance, allege, announce, assert, aggressive, accept 
 
ambi, amb [both, around] ambidextrous (skilled with both hands), ambiguous, 
amble 
 
amphi [both] amphibious (living on both land and water), amphitheatre 
 
ana [on, up, backward] analysis (loosing up or taking apart for study), anatomy, 
anachronism 
 
ana [before] antedate, anteroom, antebellum, antecedent 
 
anti, ant [against] anticommunist, antidote, anticlimax,  antacid, Antarctic 
 
apo [from, off] apostasy (standing from, abandoning a professed belief), apology, 
apothecary, apostle 
 
be [on, way] bedeak, belabon, bequest, bestow, beloved 
 
bene, bon [well] benefit, benefactor, benevolent, benediction, bonus, bonafide, 
bonanza 
 



 
                            Grammar 
 
 

bi, bis, bin [both, double, twice] bicycle, biweekly, Binoculars, bilateral, biscuit 
 
by [side, close, near] bypass, bystander, by-product, bylaw, byline 
 
cata [down, against] catalogue, catapult, catastrophe, cataclysm 
 
circum, circ [around] circumference, circumnavigate, circumspect 
 
co (con, col, cor, com) [together, with] compose. copilot, conspire, collect, concord 
 
coni [dust] coniosis (disease which comes from inhaling dust) 
 
contra, counter [against] controversy, contradict, counterpart 
 
de [from, down] demote, depress, degrade, deject, deprive 
 
di [two, twice] dilemma, diatom, dissect, diploma 
 
dia [through, between] diameter, diagonal, diagram, diagnosis, dialogue 
 
dis, dif [apart, away, reverse] dismiss, distort, distinguish, diffuse 
 
dys [badly, ill] dyspepsia (digesting badly, indigestion), dystrophy 
 
em, en [in, into] embrace enslave  
 
epi [upon] epidermis (upon the skin, outer layer of the skin), epitaph, epithet, 
epigram, epitome 
 
eu, ev [well] eulogize (speak well of, praise) eupepsia, euphony, eugenics  
 
ex, e, ec, ef [out] expel (drive out), ex-mayor, exit, exorcism, eccentric (out of the 
centre position), eject, emit 
 
extra, extro [beyond, outside] extraordinary (beyond the ordinary), extracurricular, 
extrovert, extraneous 
 
for [away or off] forswear (to renounce an oath) 
 
fore (before in time) foretell (to tell beforehand), forecast, foreshadow, foregone, 
forefather 
 
hemi, demi, semi [half] hemisphere, hemicycle, semicircle, demitasse 
 
homo [man] Homo sapiens, homicide, homunculus, hominid 
 
hyper [over, above] hypercritical, hyperemia, hypersensitive, hypertensive, 
hyperactive 
 
hypo [under] hypodermic, hypothesis, hypotension 
 
idio [private, personal] idiom, idiosyncrasy, idiomatic 
 
il (ir, in, im) [not] incorrect, illegal, immoral, irregular 
 
in (il, im) [into] inject, inside, illuminate, impose, illustrate, implant, imprison  



 
                            Grammar 
 
 

infra [beneath] infrared 
 
inter [between] intercollegiate, interfere, intervene, interrupt (break between) 
 
intra [within] intramural, intravenous (within the veins) 
 
intro [into, inward] introduce, introvert (turn inward) 
 
macro [large, excessive] macrodent (having large teeth), macrocosm 
 
mal [badly, poor] maladjusted, malnutrition, malfunction, malady 
 
meta [beyond, after, with] metabolism (thrown beyond, literally; hence, chemical and 
physical change), metaphor, metamorphosis, metaphysical 
 
mis [incorrect, bad] misuse, misprint 
 
miso [hating, wrong] misanthropist, misogamist, miser 
 
mono [one] monoplane, monotone, monogamy, monochrome, monocle 
 
multi [many] multiply, multiform, multilateral 
 
neo [new] neopaganism, neoclassic, neologism, neophyte 
 
non [not] nontaxable (not taxed), nontoxic, nonexistent, nonsense  
 
ob (of, op, oc) [towards, against] obstruct, offend, oppose, occur 
 
para [beside, almost] parasite (one who eats beside or at table of another), 
paraphrase, parody, parachute, paramedic, parallel 
 
penta [five] pentagon (figure or building having five angles or sides), Pentateuch, 
pentameter, pentathlon 
 
per [throughout, completely] pervert (completely turn wrong, corrupt), perfect, 
perceive permanent, persuade, pervade 
 
peri [around] perimeter (measurement around an area), periphery, periscope, 
pericardium, period 
 
poly [many] polygon (figure having many angles or sides), polygamy, polyglot, 
polychrome 
 
post [after] postpone, postwar, postscript, postseason 
 
pre [before] prewar, preview, precede, prevent, premonition 
 
pro [forward, in favor of] project (throw forward), progress, pro-abortion, promote, 
prohibition 
 
pseudo [false] pseudonym (false or assumed name), pseudo, pseudopodia 
 
re [back, again] reclaim, revive, revoke, rejuvenate, retard, reject, return 
 



 
                            Grammar 
 
 

retro [backwards] retrorspective (looking backwards), retroactive, retrorocket, 
retrofression 
 
se [aside] seduce (lead aside), secede, secrete, segregate 
 
self [by oneself] self-determination, self-employed, self-service, selfish 
sesqui [one and a half] sesquicentennial (one and one-half centuries) 
 
sub [under] submerge (put under), submarine, subhuman, subject, substitute, 
subsoil, suburb 
 
suf (sug, sup, sus) [from under] suffer, suggest, support, suspect, sufficient, 
suspend 
 
super, supr, sur [above, over, more] supervise, superman, survivor, supreme, 
supernatural, superior 
 
syn (sym, sys, syl) [with, together] sympathy, system, synthesis, symphony, 
syllable, synchronize (time together), synonym 
trans, tra [across, beyond] transoceanic, transmit, traverse (lying across as a bridge 
over a stream), transfusion  
 
tri [three] tricycle, triangle, tripod, tristate 
 
un [not, release] unfair, unnatural, unbutton, unfasten 
 
under [beneath] underground, underling 
 
uni [one, below] unicycle, uniform, unify, universe, unique 
 
ultra [beyond, exceedingly] ultramodern, ultraviolet, ultraconservative 
 
vice [in place of ] vice-president, vice-admiral, viceroy 
 

Suffixes 
 
able, ible [able, can do] capable, agreeable, edible, visible (can be seen)  
 
ad, ade [result of action] monad (a unit, an individual), blockade (the result of a 
blocking action), lemonade 
 
age [act of, state of, collection of ] salvage (act of saving), storage, forage  
 
al [relating to] sensual, gradual, manual, natural (relating to nature) 



 
                            Grammar 
 
 

algia [pain] neuralgia (nerve pain) 
 
an, ian [native of, relating to] (Czechoslovakian, African) 
 
ance, ancy [action, process, state] assistance, allowance, defiance, resistance 
 
ant [performing, agent] assistant, servant, defiant 
 
ar, er, or [one who, that which] doctor, baker, miller, teacher, racer, amplifier 
 
ard, art [one who] drunkard, dullard, braggart 
 
ary, ery, ory [relating to, quality, place where] dictionary, dietary, bravery, dormitory 
(a place where people sleep) 
 
asis, esis, osis [action, process, condition] genesis, hypnosis, neurosis 
 
ate [cause, make] enumerate, liquidate, segregate (causing a group to be set aside) 
 
cian [having a certain skill or art] logician, musician, beautician, magician, physician 
 
cide [kill] homicide, pesticide, genocide (killing a race of people) 
 
cule, ling [very small] molecule, ridicule, duckling (very small duck), sapling 
 
cy [action, function] hesitancy prophecy, normalcy 
 
dom [quality, realm, office] boredom, freedom, kingdom, stardom, wisdom (quality of 
being wise) 
 
ee [one who receives the action] employee, devotee, nominee (one who is 
nominated), refugee, trustee 
 
ee [made of, make] silken, frozen, oaken (made of oak), wooden, lighten 
 
ence, ency [action, state of, quality] difference, conference, proficiency (quality of 
being proficient), urgency 
 
er (see ar) 
 
ery (see ary) 
 
esce [to become] acquiesce (become restful, peaceful), coalesce 
 
escent [in the process of] convalescent, obsolescent 
 
esis (see asis) 
 
ese [ a native of, the language] Japanese, Vietname 



 
                            Grammar 
 
 

esque [in the style of ] burlesque, arabesque 
 
ess [female] actress goddess, lioness  
 
et, ette [a small one, group] midget, octet, baronet, bassinet 
 
fic [making, causing] scientific, specific  
 
ful [full of] frightful, careful, helpful (full of help) 
 
fy [make] fortify (make strong), simplify, terrify,amplify 
 
hood [order, condition, quality] manhood, womanhood, brotherhood 
 
ible (see able) 
 
ic [nature of, like] acidic, metallic (of the nature of metal), heroic, poetic 
 
ice [condition, state, quality] justice, malice 
 
id, ide (a thing connected with or belonging to) fluid, fluoride 
 
ile [relating to, suited for, capable of] domicile, agile, juvenile, senile (related to 
being old), missile 
 
ine [nature of] feminine, masculine, geniuine, medicine 
 
ion, sion, tion [act of, state of, result of] action, injection, infection, suspension (state 
of suspending) 
ish [origin, nature, resembling] foolish, Irish, clownish (resembling a clown)  
 
ism [doctrine, system, manner, condition, characteristic] alcoholism, exorcism, 
heroism (characteristic of a hero), Communism, realism 
 
ist [one who, that which] artist, dentist, violinist, racist 
 
ite [nature of, quality of, mineral product] expedite, Israelite, graphite, sulfite, 
dynamite (quality of being powerful) 
 
ity, ty [state of, quality] captivity, chastity, fraternity, clarity 
 
ive [causing, making] assertive, abusive (causing abuse), affirmative, exhaustive 
 
ize [make] emphasize, liberalize [make liberal), idolize, penalize, publicize 
 
less [without] baseless, careless [without care), artless, fearless, helpless 
 
ling (see cule) 
 
ly [like, manner of ] carelessly, fearlessly, hopelessly, shamelessly 
 
ment [act of, state of, result] contentment, alignment, amendment (state of 
amending), achievement 
 
mony [a resulting thing] patrimony, alimony, acrimony 
 



 
                            Grammar 
 
 

ness [state of] carelessness, restlessness, lifelessess 
 
old [like, resembling] asteroid, spheroid, tabloid, anthropoid 
 
ology [study, science, theory] biology, anthropology, geology, neurology 
 
or (see ar) 
 
ory (see ary) 
 
osis (see asis) 
 
ous [full of, having] gracious, nervous, vivacious (full of, having) gracious, nervous, 
vivacious (full of life), spacious 
 
rhea [flowing, discharge] pyorrhoea, diarrhea, gonorrhea [discharge from the 
reproductive organs] 
 
ship [office, state, quality, skill, profession] friendship, authorship, scholarship, 
dictatorship 
 
some [like, apt, tending to] lonesome, threesome, gruesome 
 
tude [state of, condition of] gratitude, multitude (condition of being many), aptitude, 
solitude 
 
ure [state of, act, process, rank] culture, literature, pressure, rupture (state of being 
broken) 
 
ward [in the direction of] eastward, forward, backward 
 
y [inclined to, tend to] cheery, crafty, faulty, dirty, itchy 
 
 


